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The Cannabinoid Medicine Studies offers certification courses that are overseen
by our partnered physician and CMO, Adam Abodeely, (MD, MBA, FACS,
FASCRS) to provide specialization and continuing education platforms for its
CBDIA members, CBD industry and medical professionals.
As the CBD industry continues to grow, there are many evolving complexities
that require strategic know-how and the most up-to-date knowledge on the
nuisances of the industry to get ahead. Our courses offer the key essentials to
prepare the CBD industry to take on these demands to be able to help their
clients and patients reach their goals.
All of the CMS Certification curriculum is physician or PhD written and
taught….Currently we offer 15 courses, which empower CBD professionals to
become experts in various aspects of the medicinal and therapeutic uses of the
cannabis plant.


DR. ADAM ABODEELY, M.D., MBA, FACS, FASCRS
Course: Certified CBD Consultant, Accredited CBD Specialist
and Certified Flavonoid Specialist
Position: ReserveMD

Realizing the benefits of cannabis for patients with cancer and inflammatory
bowel disease, Dr. Adam Abodeely, MD, MBA, FACS, FASCRS expanded his
medical cannabis practice to include patients with a variety of medical ailments.
Dedicated to advancing the science and education of cannabinoid-bases
therapies, he has a special interest in formulating products that capture the
unique benefits of cannabinoids, terpenes and other natural ingredients to
provide optimal synergy and interaction with the human endocannabinoid system.

GODFREY PEARLSON, M.D.

Course: Certified CBD Pain Management Consultant
Position: Olin Neuropsychiatry Research Center
Godfrey Pearlson completed his medical degree at Newcastle on Tyne
University in the UK and a graduate philosophy degree at Columbia University in
New York City. He then trained in psychiatry and was subsequently a psychiatry
professor at Johns Hopkins University. He is currently professor of Psychiatry
and Neuroscience at Yale University and is the founding director of the Olin
Neuropsychiatry Research Center, a brain research facility at the Institute of
Living in Connecticut, where he is also the Institute’s research director. He is
co-founder of the annual BrainDance competition for high school and college
students across New England. These competitive awards encourage students to
gain knowledge about psychiatric diseases and to develop a more tolerant and
realistic perspective towards people with severe psychiatric problems. Dr.
Pearlson was awarded the 2015 Stanley Dean Award for Schizophrenia
Research from the American College of Psychiatrists, in 2015 was inducted into
the Johns Hopkins Society of Scholars (distinguished alumni) and in 2019
received the Research Mentorship Award from the American Psychiatric
Association. He is also a certified Master Gardener in the state of CT, a member
of the Board of Physicians that advises the Connecticut Department of Public
Health on appropriate use of medical marijuana, and chair of the neuroscience
committee for the Research Society on Marijuana.
He has published over 700 peer-reviewed scientific articles and his marijuana
research is funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse and the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Dr. Pearlson is an expert in the fields of
marijuana and of psychosis. He believes that any political platforms regarding
cannabis should be based on scientific facts rather than emotion.



JAMES SCHWARTZ, RN, MSN
Course: Cannabinoid Sports Specialist
Position: Cascade High, CEO

James Schwartz BSN, LNC, is an experienced medical legal consultant and CEO
of Cascade High Organics with 20 years experience cultivating legal cannabis.
James is a self-described organic minimalist cultivating in the most sustainable
manner. James believes in clean Cannabis and its use as a wellness drug.
His Oregon licensed cultivation has been featured in Dope Magazine, Oregon
Leaf Magazine, and has articles in both publications as well. James is a former
member of NCIA Cultivation Committee and has presented at multiple Cannabis
and CBD conferences all over the country. James was a drafter and is a signature
on the written testimony to the FDA and congress on behalf of NCIA for CBD
policy. His business, legal, medical, and agricultural knowledge provides a
comprehensive perspective on the cannabis industry. James has lobbied for
Cannabis on both the national and state level with Oregon Cannabis Association
and is a fierce advocate for the plant and cannabinoid therapeutics.

MEET DR. SUSAN TRAPP, PH.D.

Creator / Instructor, Cannabinoid Medicine Studies
DR. SUSAN TRAPP, PH.D.
Course: Accredited Terpene Specialist
Position: EndoSyn
In general, my career has specialized in biotechnology, genomics and some
computational biology. In graduate school and postdoc I researched the
molecular evolution of natural products utilizing Terpenes (Terpenoids) as a
model for study. My graduate work was focused on studying the horizontal
gene transfer of the biosynthetic pathway of a terpene called trichothecenes,
a toxic compound produced by a fungus that cause contamination to wheat
crops. My postdoc research investigated the first gene in the pathway of many
terpenes the terpene synthase and performed a comparative study of terpene
synthases across a number of plants that sequence information was available
for during that time. Susan is interested in utilizing her background in terpene
and genomics to lead the way for precision medicine (sometimes called
personalized medicine) in the cannabis industry. Aka utilizing genomics to
predict how individuals will respond to various cannabinoids and terpene
treatments and combinations.
EndoSyn is a pioneering start-up in the Endocannabinoid system (ECS) space.
We are creating innovative nutraceutical products inspired by our own biology
(the ECS). We are harnessing a proprietary AI metabolic engineering platform
to rapidly biosynthesize endocannabinoids for the benefit of human health
and wellness.


KELLI HALE, MBA

Course: Certified CBD Skincare Consultant
Position: Nature's Hemp Spa
Kelli Hale has been formulating and marketing original eco-luxury natural
skincare and makeup since 2004. Building brands, products, and seeing them
flourish with powerhouse natural and organic ingredients is a lifelong passion of
hers. Kelli has reformulated high demand products from her lines with organic
CBD ingredients for a new product line called Nature's Hemp Spa. Kelli is also a
CBD education consultant who has been inside learning and performance for
over 20 years, winning various industry awards for both small and large global
companies. Kelli has a Bachelor of Science from Southern Methodist University
as well as an MBA from the University of Aberystwyth, Wales.

HARRY RESIN, MASTER GROWER

Course: Certified Organic Hemp Cultivation Consultant
Position: Ecoland Biosciences
Harry Resin has been in the cannabis business for the last seventeen years.
He started off working with the coffee-shops in Amsterdam supplying them with
high quality cannabis flowers. Soon after he moved into hash production as more
and more medical users turned to cannabis as a form of medicine and required
a stronger product then the flowers. After three years of growing and making
hash he started a medical cannabis seed company called Delta-9 Labs. He was
a partner in the seed company for six years overseeing the creation of many
different strains used by medical patients all over the world. At the same time
he began writing for various different cannabis magazines such as High Times,
Skunk, and Weed World. He also wrote regularly for a prestigious cannabis
medical journal. In this capacity he covered many topics ranging from the effects
of Anandamide (a known neurotransmitter created by THC) on the mind to
topics ranging from the medical cannabis situation in The Netherlands and
breeding for medical potency to state some examples. After leaving Delta-9
Labs he started another seed company called The Harvestman and won several
different global cannabis awards including the Cannabis Cup in Amsterdam.
He has also been a ‘Celebrity judge’ for several different cannabis cup events
around the world. Currently he is on the masthead of High Times as a contributor
and has a column on their website.


BOB HOBAN, ESQ.

Course: Cannabinoid Legal Administration Professional
Position: Hoban Law Group
Bob Hoban sits at the center of the world’s largest commercial cannabis industry
network; a cannabis industry ecosystem that he has painstakingly cultivated since 2008.
Since the cannabis industry became commercialized, he has been widely credited for
creating the class of lawyers now known as “cannabis attorneys.” He is known for the
tremendous value that he places in his relationships and is not satisfied unless he can
help his business clients thrive in this burgeoning global industry; an industry he has
played a significant role in establishing. Bob has earned a reputation as a cannabis
industry dealmaker representing start-ups, entrepreneurs, and companies in all stages of
development. Mr. Hoban has truly transcended the practice of law and is regularly
involved in assembling and structuring large scale cannabis industry M&A transactions.
Above all else, Bob is a cannabis industry expert.
Beginning in 2008, he deliberately constructed the Hoban Law Group (HLG) to become
the world’s leading full-service commercial cannabis industry law firm; the first of its kind.
Since that time, HLG has indeed become the world’s leading cannabis industry law firm,
with offices in seventeen states and ten nations abroad, and over fifty attorneys who
specialize in all aspects of the commercial practice surrounding the cannabis industry.
For nearly ten years, HLG has represented the cannabis industry’s titans in every aspect
of the commercial cannabis industry around the world. And he is largely responsible for
the establishment and growth of the CBD industry due to his legal strategies, litigation
matters, and policy efforts executed on behalf of HLG clients.
From 2010-2016, Bob served as one of the Nation’s first cannabis policy instructors at the
University of Denver, where he regularly lectured regarding cannabis topics (government
regulations, public policy, and research-based policy courses), and where he led a
University-sanctioned research practicum concerning the efficacy of marijuana
regulation; the first of its kind in the U.S. He then taught several international travel
courses concerning the emergence of the global cannabis industry. Because of this
academic background, Bob has been asked to work with dozens of governments across
the U.S., Asia, the E.U., and Latin America (over thirty different countries) on crafting their
commercial cannabis public policy solutions (legislation and regulations). And he has
served on a variety of national, state, and local task forces related to cannabis policy
issues. He has consistently been recognized as one of the most influential people in the
global cannabis industry by a variety of organizations and publications over the course of
the past ten-plus years. Since 2013, Bob has achieved the Martindale-Hubbell AV
Preeminent Peer Review Rating, awarded to only those lawyers with the highest ethical
standards and professional ability. He was recently named a “Cannabis Law Trailblazer”
by the National Law Journal, and he has been consistently recognized as one of
“Denver’s Top Cannabis Lawyers” for nearly a decade.
Bob frequently appears in media coverage as a legal expert on cannabis and has been a
keynote speaker at dozens of cannabis events around the world. He has conducted
hundreds of interviews regarding marijuana policy for international, national, state, and
local media outlets. Major media outlets like the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times,
Chicago Tribune, CNN, Rolling Stone, Forbes, VICE, MSNBC, and Bloomberg all have
called on Bob for his unique perspective on the cannabis industry.



GARRETT GRAFF, ESQ.

Course: Cannabinoid Legal Administration Professional
Position: Hoban Law Group

Garrett specializes in the representation of both the marijuana and industrial
hemp industries. Garrett’s practice involves corporate and M&A, real estate,
regulatory/compliance, FDA/FTC compliance, intellectual property protection,
and civil and commercial litigation. Garrett regularly counsels clients regarding
corporate formation and structuring, M&A and business and real property
assets, various corporate agreements, regulatory compliance as well as
resolving and/or litigating commercial disputes. Related to marijuana
businesses, Garrett represents numerous companies on matters including
licensure, successfully obtaining licenses in numerous states in both
competitive and non-competitive licensure processes. He also assists clients
in general corporate matters, protecting intellectual property, establishing
partnerships and joint ventures, and expanding clients’ footprints across
multiples states and/or countries, along with regulatory compliance matters.
As to industrial hemp businesses, Garrett represents companies across the
country and world on matters including import/export, cultivation, processing
and manufacturing, distribution, and navigating legislative and regulatory
frameworks such as FDA regulation. He frequently works with federal, state
and local authorities on policy and enforcement matters. Notably, Garrett
represented hemp industry stakeholders against the DEA, before the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals, in confirming the Farm Bill’s hemp provisions
pre-empt DEA authority and the CSA. He also regularly works with
stakeholders in drafting model legislative and regulatory policy. Garrett also
serves on the board of the Colorado chapter of the Hemp Industries
Association. Garrett has testified in judicial proceedings related to hemp
regulatory matters and frequently speaks in many forums — conferences,
symposiums, and other events — regarding various issues concerning
marijuana and industrial hemp law.
Garrett and his wife, Anna, live in Denver. In their free time, they enjoy hiking,
skiing, sporting events, reading and traveling.

DR. COHIN KAKAR, PHARM D.

Course: Certified Cannabinoid Blending Formulator
Position: The Anthos Group
Dr. Cohin Kakar comes from a background in the pharmaceutical industry,
working with various Fortune 150 companies in roles ranging from clinical trial
management to global medical affairs for over 10 years. Most notably, Dr. Kakar
served on the medical launch teams for some of the biggest commercial drugs
globally, with a specialty in inflammation and immunology. Lastly, Dr. Kakar is a
published author in Oncology and Cannabis with more publications underway.



CHIP PAUL, B.S.

Course: Certified Phytocannabinoid Nutritional
and Metabolism Specialist
Position: GnuPharma
Garrett specializes in the representation of both the marijuana and industrial
hemp industries. Garrett’s practice involves corporate and M&A, real estate,
regulatory/compliance, FDA/FTC compliance, intellectual property protection,
and civil and commercial litigation. Garrett regularly counsels clients regarding
corporate formation and structuring, M&A and business and real property
assets, various corporate agreements, regulatory compliance as well as
resolving and/or litigating commercial disputes.
Related to marijuana businesses, Garrett represents numerous companies on
matters including licensure, successfully obtaining licenses in numerous states
in both competitive and non-competitive licensure processes. He also assists
clients in general corporate matters, protecting intellectual property,
establishing partnerships and joint ventures, and expanding clients’ footprints
across multiples states and/or countries, along with regulatory compliance
matters.
As to industrial hemp businesses, Garrett represents companies across the
country and world on matters including import/export, cultivation, processing
and manufacturing, distribution, and navigating legislative and regulatory
frameworks such as FDA regulation. He frequently works with federal, state
and local authorities on policy and enforcement matters. Notably, Garrett
represented hemp industry stakeholders against the DEA, before the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals, in confirming the Farm Bill’s hemp provisions
pre-empt DEA authority and the CSA. He also regularly works with
stakeholders in drafting model legislative and regulatory policy. Garrett also
serves on the board of the Colorado chapter of the Hemp Industries
Association.

MARK HERRICK, ESQ.

Course: Accredited CBD Compliance Consultant
Position: Herrick & Herrick
Mark Herrick holds a J.D. and an MBA from the University of San Diego and has
been practicing law in California for over 25 years. Mr. Herrick has been a legal
counsel for both small and large firms. He is an expert on the vast majority of
legal issues a small to moderate sized business might face. Over the past five
years he has been in private practice and represented many clients in the CBD
industry, including this CBD Expo. His work with the CBD Expo and with many
other CBD clients has focused on the protection of their intellectual property. He
is also an expert on legal issues that are unique to CBD businesses that arise in
such areas as contracts, liability, business licensing, and banking. Mr. Herrick is
also operating as an escrow officer for many deals for the purchase of Hemp,
CBD isolate and various other CBD commodities.


DR. BECKY LYNN, M.D., MBA, IF, NCMP

Course: Certified Phytocannabinoid Women's Health Specialist
Position: Evora Center for Menopause and Women's Health
Dr. Becky Kaufman Lynn is the Director of the Evora Center for Menopause and
Sexual Health. She is a board certified gynecologist, and a trained Sexual
Counselor and Menopause Provider. She is also an Adjunct Associate Professor
of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Saint Louis University School of Medicine.
Dr. Lynn is a world-renowned expert in sexual medicine and menopause. She is
a frequent invited speaker on women’s sexual health and appears regularly on
numerous podcasts, television shows, radio shows, and in print. Known for her
patient/partner education YouTube channel, and her research on the effects of
cannabis on the sexual experience, she has been featured in MORE magazine,
SELF magazine and Martha Stewart Living.
Dr. Lynn is an International Fellow of the International Society for the Study of
Women’s Sexual Health (ISSWSH), where she serves as the advocacy chairman
and a member of the Board. She is the Immediate Past President of the St. Louis
Gynecologic Society and on the Advocacy Committee of the North American
Menopause Society.

DR. JOHN MACKAY, PH.D.

Course: A Day with MacKay: The Cannabinoid
Extraction Accreditation
Position: Synergystic Technologies
John A. MacKay earned his B.A. in Chemistry at St. Lawrence University. He also
earned his Ph.D. at the University of Vermont, where he focused on Inorganic
Chemistry and on the synthesis of cancer-fighting compounds. After working in
teaching positions at the University of Vermont, Lyndon State College, and
Davidson College, John went on to join Wasters Corporation in 1893.

The Cannabinoid Medicine Studies offers certification courses that are overseen by our partnered
physician and CMO, Adam Abodeely, (MD, MBA, FACS, FASCRS) to provide specialization and
continuing education platforms for its CBDIA members, CBD industry and medical professionals.
As the CBD industry continues to grow, there are many evolving complexities that require strategic
know-how and the most up-to-date knowledge on the nuisances of the industry to get ahead. Our
courses offer the key essentials to prepare the CBD industry to take on these demands to be able to
help their clients and patients reach their goals. All of the CMS Certification curriculum is physician
or PhD written and taught….Currently we offer 15 courses, which empower CBD professionals to
become experts in various aspects of the medicinal and therapeutic uses of the cannabis plant.
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CERTIFIED CBD
CONSULTANT™








The CBD industry is booming and needs your help to continue to
grow. But, as a new vertical, there are many evolving complexities
that require strategic know-how and the most up-to-date
knowledge on the nuisances of the industry to get ahead. This
course offers the key essentials to prepare you to take on these
demands and help your client reach their goals.
Whether you are a medical professional, CBD company,
consultant, or looking to break into the CBD industry in a big and
meaningful way, this course will provide you the most recent and
valuable information to help lead clients to success.
The Certified CBD Consultant (CCBDC) credential shows that
you have the skills to work with clients and patients today—and
entertain the research of tomorrow. You’ll gain the confidence to
tailor CBD into basic health and wellness programs.

CERTIFIED MINOR
PHYTOCANNABINOID
SPECIALIST™

This course will cover three of the up and coming minor
phytocannabinoids—CBG, CBN, and CBC—and educate you on
their therapeutic effects. Phytocannabinoid specialists are
formulators, practitioners, researchers, and professionals with the
knowledge to design and implement custom programs for
patients, custom formulations, or other applications of
phytocannabinoid medicine. The Certified Minor
Phytocannabinoid Specialist (CMPS) credential will make you a
recognized expert of phytocannabinoids. Earning this certification
demonstrates advanced skill and professional distinction.

ACCREDITED
TERPENE
SPECIALIST™

With such a large array of terpenes, many of which can also be
found in other plants, this course offers the in-depth knowledge
required to contribute to this fascinating, and growing, niche in
cannabis. The Accredited Terpene Specialist (ATS) credential
makes you a recognized expert of terpenes and their health
benefits and applications. Earning this certification demonstrates
advanced skill and professional distinction.

CERTIFIED
FLAVONOID
SPECIALIST™

The Certified Flavonoid Specialist (CFS) credential will give you
the expertise in the newly explored world of cannabis flavonoids,
their health benefits and the ability to entertain the research of
tomorrow. Flavonoid Specialists are formulators, practitioners and
professionals with the knowledge to design and implement
custom formulations, programs and other applications of
Flavonoids. Earning this certification demonstrates advanced
skills and professional distinction.

CANNABINOID
SPORTS SPECIALIST™

The Cannabinoid Sports Specialist (CSS) credential will give
expert knowledge into the research and development of the
ongoing study into the role cannabinoids can play within sports
science. From increased performance to heightened recovery,
cannabinoids are proving to show exciting possibilities in aiding
athletes and active folks alike.
A Cannabinoid Sports Specialist will possess the knowledge,
insight, and ability to implement different cannabinoids into
varying sports-related applications and stands to solidify
themselves in a solid professional position as cannabinoids
become more widely accepted in both professional and amateur
sports through treatments, training and functional applications.

CERTIFIED
CANNABINOID
BLENDING
FORMULATOR™

Cannabinoids are the chemical components of the cannabis plant
that provide a vast array of benefits. The Certified Cannabinoid
Blending Formulator (CCBF) credential provides the knowledge
for you to design custom cannabinoid blends for health, wellness,
and product creation. An in-depth understanding of the function
and benefits of individual cannabinoids alongside the intriguing
possibilities when blended together is the substance of this
certification that will provide a key advantage to cannabinoid
progress.

A DAY WITH MACKAY:

In A Day with MacKay: The Cannabinoid Extraction
Certification you will receive an overview of the principles and
practices of CBD extraction. The many hands on demonstrations
this certification offers you will leave with an understanding of how
coffee, hemp, and clothes are similar chemically and in production.
You will appreciate the vast number of ways to make eggs, tea,
and even cake and how you can increase your productivity with
hemp and cannabis extraction. You will gain an understanding of
measuring the potency at each stage of sample preparation,
extraction and post-processing; possibly saving your extraction
operation thousands of dollars a week.

CERTIFIED CBD PAIN
MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANT™

The Certified Flavonoid Specialist (CFS) credential will give you
the expertise in the newly explored world of cannabis flavonoids,
their health benefits and the ability to entertain the research of
tomorrow. Flavonoid Specialists are formulators, practitioners and
professionals with the knowledge to design and implement
custom formulations, programs and other applications of
Flavonoids. Earning this certification demonstrates advanced
skills and professional distinction.

THE CANNABINOID EXTRACTION™

CERTIFIED
PHYTOCANNABINOID
NUTRITION &
METABOLISM
SPECIALIST™

The health benefits of CBD abound, but those with the knowledge
to properly apply the cannabinoid for specified use are few and far
between. The Certified Phytocannabinoid Nutritional &
Metabolism Specialist course provides participants with the
understanding and expertise to meet the growing interest in the
many ways CBD can aide and assist the body from the inside out.
Taking elements of holistic health and incorporating innovative
science, the skills and knowledge gained through this course
enable you to directly apply the power of CBD to any health
practice – existing or to be established. Understanding the role
metabolism and nutrition play in overall health is a crucial to any
wellness practitioner’s arsenal. Combining this with industry
leading knowledge of the application and interaction of CBD right
alongside will secure your success in a field with endless potential.

CERTIFIED
CANNABINOID
SENIOR CARE
SPECIALIST™

The world of CBD is ever expanding and with this increased
availability of products and the benefits they can provide comes a
need for specialized focus in the industry. The Cannabinoid
Senior Care Specialist credential is a 2-hour, physician taught
course focused on how cannabinoids can assist with the needs of
seniors in a variety of interesting and substantial ways. Learn
cutting-edge research into the field of cannabinoids and directly
apply this knowledge towards senior care. The valuable and
progressive skills and understanding provided within this course
will allow another line of care to ensure the health and happiness
of the older generation.

CERTIFIED CBD
SKINCARE
CONSULTANT™

Become a key player and qualified expert in the exciting and
quickly growing realm of CBD skincare products with the
Certified CBD Skincare Consultant Certification. This course will
take an in-depth look at all angles of this section of the industry
from the most popular benefits offered by CBD skin care products
to the vast potential for market growth that is on the near horizon.
Learn which types of CBD skincare products are expected to
increase in popularity in success over the next few years and
gain a thorough understanding of the current market structure
and where it is headed. Participants will also learn the ins and
outs of starting their own CBD skincare line including
considerations such as formulas, packaging and labeling,
modes of distribution, and pricing. The world of CBD
skincare is bright and full of potential and this course
offers a chance to secure your shot a success within it.

ACCREDITED
CBD COMPLIANCE
CONSULTANT™

As the CBD industry grows, so does the need for the
knowledge and skills to comply with any and all
regulations surrounding it. The CBD Compliance
Consultant credential will provide an in depth look
at the steps and processes needed to get any
CBD company in line with compliance
procedures and protocols as required by the
FDA and other governing bodies. This 8-hour
course will highlight each phase of CBD
compliance and equip you with the
necessary skills to become a sought after
consultant who is able provide this in
need service and knowledge to any
growing or existing CBD company.

CERTIFIED
ORGANIC HEMP
CONSULTANT™

Hemp is a hot commodity and broad legalization has assured a
long-term continued upward trend. It has never been more
enticing to enter the ranks of hemp production and the Certified
Organic Hemp Cultivation Consultant course is designed to
provide a working knowledge of critical practices and methods to
help a crop reach its full potential.
Participants will learn productive organic growing methods for
both indoor and outdoor applications. Key factors in the growing
process will also be examined such as soil prep and testing, seed
selection, nutrients for optimal growth, and pest control.
The course will also weigh the benefits of growing hemp for
flower versus fiber and dive into the process of each plant growth
stage to help maximizes yields. Perfect for anyone looking to
improve their current production operation or learn vital skills
necessary to have immediate impact as a consultant, this course
will provide a working foundation for fields of plenty.

CERTIFIED
PHYTOCANNABINOID
WOMEN’S HEALTH
SPECIALIST™

The rise of new and effective treatments in women’s health is an
ongoing need for many around the world. Phytocannabinoids, the
beneficial compounds found within the cannabis plant, are
proving to be an intriguing avenue that can aid a variety of
conditions and issues specific to women.

CANNABINOID
LEGAL
ADMINISTRATION
PROFESSIONAL™

A growing industry encounters obstacles along the way and the
world of cannabis is not without its hurdles. Even with
widespread acceptance and mainstream legalization, rules and
regulations still abound. The Cannabinoid Legal Administration
Professional course will give you the tools needed to navigate
the ongoing development of key legal matters within the industry.

The Certified Phytocannabinoid Women’s Health Specialist
Course will examine and highlight the exciting potential that this
growing field of study is demonstrating. Taught by Dr. Becky
Lynn, a board certified gynecologist and sexual counselor who
specializes in women’s sexual health, gynecologic care, and
menopause, this course offers expert insight into a number of
women’s health concerns and how phytocannabinoids can be
used to assist. Participants will gain practical knowledge as well
as look into future applications while positioning themselves as
specialists in a growing and in-demand niche within the health,
wellness, and cannabinoid industries.

Participants will gain vast knowledge and in-depth
understanding into these matters at a state and federal level as
well as become equipped with the skills to navigate regulations
with compliance and continued progress in mind. From
paperwork to best practices and every pressing legal matter
along the way, the course will afford individuals a crucial skill-set
that will enable immediate success as an independent legal
consultant or as a vital piece of an established enterprise.
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